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Introduction 
 
This is an executive summary of Coleg y Cymoedd’s Strategic Equality Plan 2020 – 2024. It 
provides a brief overview of the full Strategic Equality Plan and focuses on outlining the key 
messages. The full Strategic Equality Plan can be found on our website 
www.cymoedd.ac.uk/en/about-us/equality-and-diversity. 
 
 
What is the Strategic Equality Plan? 
 
The Strategic Equality Plan provides a clear framework for how Coleg y Cymoedd plans to meet the 
requirements of the general and specific duties in Wales set out in the Equality Act 2010 and the 
Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) Regulations 2011. It is a means of demonstrating our 
commitment in developing a programme of work around equality to enable us to meet our equality 
duties and deliver against the objectives that we set ourselves.  
 
Our commitment extends to proactively promoting equality of opportunity for current and prospective 
learners and staff, and to removing barriers to access, achievement and progression, supporting 
our principle of fairness in all that we do and to make a real difference to the lives of those working 
and studying here. 
 
The Equality Act 2010 consolidates previous equality legislation into one Act, which protects staff, 
learners and recipients of services from unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation on 
the basis of certain characteristics, known as Protected Characteristics: 

- Age 
- Disability 
- Gender reassignment 
- Pregnancy and maternity 
- Marriage and civil partnership (in respect of the requirement to have due regard to the need 

to eliminate discrimination) 
- Race 
- Religion and belief 
- Gender (Sex) 
- Sexual orientation 

The Equality Act also creates additional legal duties for public authorities: These “public sector 
equality duties” are in two parts: the general duty and the specific duties.   

The general duty requires public authorities to have due regard to the need to: 
1. eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct that 

is prohibited by the Act 

2. advance equality of opportunity between people who share a relevant protected 
characteristic and those who do not 

3. foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who 
do not.  

The Act explains that having due regard for advancing equality involves:  

• removing or minimising disadvantages experienced by people due to their protected 
characteristics 

• taking steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups where these are different 
from the needs of other people  

http://www.cymoedd.ac.uk/en/about-us/equality-and-diversity
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• encouraging people with protected characteristics to participate in public life or in other 
activities where their participation is disproportionately low.  

 

The Act describes fostering good relations as tackling prejudice and promoting understanding 
between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. Meeting the duty may 
involve treating some people more favourably than others, as long as this does not contravene other 
provisions within the Act. 

 
From this we understand that ‘equality’ does not simply mean treating everyone the same. It means 
understanding and tackling the different barriers to equal opportunities that different people face so 
that everyone has a fair chance to fulfil their potential. This in turn should result in more appropriately 
delivered services and outcomes taking into account individuals’ backgrounds. 
 
In Wales, the Equality Act 2010 (Wales) Regulations 2011 place upon public authorities in Wales 
specific legal duties that require the following actions: 

• Set and publish equality objectives for each protected characteristic and review objectives 
every four years 

• Set and publish objectives and an action plan to address the pay gap 

• Publish a Strategic Equality Plan 

• Assess the impact of all aspects of the college's functions and publish results, details of 
evidence used and decisions taken as a result  

• Ensure published information is accessible 

• Have effective arrangements in place to monitor equality 

• Have effective arrangements in place to gather, analyse and publish employment monitoring 
data 

• Publish an annual report on progress 

• Use public procurement to contribute to delivery of the college’s equality objectives and its 
performance against the general duty. 

• To promote employee’s understanding of the general and specific duties 
 
 
How was the plan developed? 
 
We recognise that the involvement and engagement of appropriate stakeholders is critical to the 
success of our Strategic Equality Plan. Consultation has taken place with: 
 

- The Senior Leadership Team 
- The Equality & Diversity Committee 
- Staff and learners 
- Trade unions 
- Engagement with external organisations 

 
In developing this plan and in setting our new Equality Objectives we reviewed our previous Strategic 
Equality Plan and equality objectives and we have responded to the EHRC “Is Wales Fairer? 2018” 
report. We have also gathered evidence from national and local reports, and gained feedback from 
staff and learners during our consultation events, where individuals were invited to have their say. 
Feedback was invited in person or via email, and the objectives were provided electronically so that 
people had the opportunity to complete an online questionnaire. 
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Who will be responsible for delivering this plan? 
 
All college members, staff and anyone who works for or on behalf of Coleg y Cymoedd, 
 
 
How will the plan be monitored and how will progress be measured? 
 
Monitoring is essential to ensure that the Strategic Equality Plan is being delivered and that it is 
appropriate to the needs of learners, staff and the wider community. Progress against the objectives 
is monitored at the Equality and Diversity Committee meetings held termly, which is then fed back 
to the Senior Leadership Team and Governing Body. 
 
Following analysis of data, an Annual Equality report of the Strategic Equality Plan and its objectives 
is produced in order to inform actions and assess our progress against objectives. This takes place 
during the first term of each Academic year.  
 
The annual report includes: 
 

- Progress made against the Plan and Objectives, with relevant key points; 
- Monitoring and analysis of learner and staff diversity profiles; 
- Relevant activities and partnership working which has taken place; 
- Any proposed revisions and recommendations. 
 

The plan, together with Annual Equality reports, is published on the Equality and Diversity section 
of the College website in PDF and accessible word and also made available in a range of formats 
on request. 
 
Measuring progress on equality work is central to demonstrating that an institution is undertaking 
work to meet the public sector equality duty of the Equality Act 2010. Measuring progress with 
qualitative evidence will provide a richer picture of the impact our work has on people’s experiences. 
 
Qualitative as well as quantitative evidence may be used to gauge progress and measure outcomes, 
and this information may be obtained through staff surveys, analysis of complaints, feedback forms 
and benchmarking. 
 
 
Aims and Objectives 2020 - 2024 
 
The main aims of the Strategic Equality Plan are to establish a College where: 
 

- people of different backgrounds come together in harmony and mutual respect 
- positive action is taken, where appropriate, to overcome long term disadvantage 
- achievement and progress are based on endeavour and not prejudice. 

 
The key purpose of setting equality objectives is for us to advance equality in all areas of our work 
and to drive better outcomes for people with protected characteristics. The Plan outlines objectives 
with specific improvements and extends consideration to each of the eight protected characteristics 
covered by all three of the main aims of the general duty and the requirement to eliminate 
discrimination, harassment and other actions prohibited in the Equality Act 2010 in respect of civil 
partnerships and marriage. 
 
In developing the objectives, we have drawn on, and will carry forward, commitments from the 
previous College’s previous Strategic Equality Plans. The College has previously identified the 
following functions of Coleg y Cymoedd as the most significant issues in respect of equality and the 
general duty: 
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Curriculum and Learning  Academic achievement 
Learner Services   Employment 
Physical environment  Staff training and awareness 

 
 
The following identifies and details Coleg y Cymoedd’s key equality aims and objectives in 
relation to these functions for 2020-2024. 
 
 
Aim 1: 
 

We will identify employment gaps of protected characteristic groups, and 
in particular focus on reducing the employment gap for disabled people 
and ethnic minority groups 

Why? To ensure our workforce represents the communities we serve and to 
secure the very best workforce by ensuring that all sectors of the 
community consider Coleg y Cymoedd as an employer of choice. 

Objective 1: Increase the number of avenues we use to attract applications from 
disabled people and ethnic minority groups and thus increasing the 
number of applications we receive for employment from disabled and 
ethnic minority applicants by a minimum of 5% by 2024. 

Aim 2: 
 

We will identify pay gaps amongst all protected characteristic groups and 
put appropriate actions in place to address any identified areas. 

Why? To ensure equal outcomes for all employees at Coleg y Cymoedd by 
understanding and responding to the needs of our current and 
prospective employees. All staff will feel valued, supported and 
respected. 

Objective 2: Maintain current gender pay gap within a 6 – 9 % threshold. 
Objective 3: Identify pay gaps amongst remaining protected characteristic groups by 

2021 and address any differentials by 2024. 
Objective 4: Actively promote development opportunities for under-represented staff 

groups (including LGBT employees, disabled employees and ethnic 
minority employees) during the four year period 2020 – 2024. 

Aim 3: 
 

We will ensure that successful outcomes for all protected characteristic 
learner groups are monitored and attainment gaps are minimised. 

Why? To provide support to learners so that everyone can flourish and succeed 
to the best of their abilities “Our Mission is Your Future Success”. 

Objective 5: Continue to ensure that the attainment gaps for all protected 
characteristic groups remain within a tolerance of 5%, wth focus on 
outcomes for those groups who have historically lower levels of 
attainment (ethnic minority groups, learners with additional learning 
needs, and of socio-economic disadvantage). 

Aim 4: We will support employers to improve the participation of under-
represented groups in apprenticeships. 

Why? To reduce gender segregation and improve the participation and 
progression of women, ethnic minorities and disabled people across a 
range of apprenticeships. 

Objective 6:  Engage with a range of employers to encourage them to consider under-
represented groups in apprenticeships by 2024. 

Aim 5: We will continue to address identity-based bullying, harassment and 
discrimination, paying particular attention to racial and sexual harassment 
and harassment based on sexual orientation and gender identity. 

Why? Everyone has a right to feel safe and supported, and by protecting staff 
and learners we ensure everyone has the opportunity to reach their full 
potential in work and education. 
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Objective 7: Hold two awareness campaigns throughout the College to enable all staff 
to identify abuse, harassment and discrimination and act effectively to 
prevent and challenge this behaviour, as well as support those being 
affected. 

Aim 6:  We will obtain a complete picture of the composition of our workforce in 
order to better understand the experiences of people sharing all protected 
characteristics. 

Why? To provide fair, equitable services and develop policies that are based on 
a robust understanding of the needs of, and the impact on, people who 
have protected characteristics. To enable staff to maximise their success. 

Objective 8: Increase current equality and diversity data collection of workforce to 80% 
declaration by 2022 and 100% by 2024. 

 
The objectives should be read in conjunction with a step phased Action Plan, accompanying the 
full Strategic Equality Plan in Appendix A. 
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Where to get further information  
 
If you would like further information contained in the Strategic Equality Plan please 
visit www.cymoedd.ac.uk. Please contact equalityanddiversity@cymoedd.ac.uk or 
Human Resources, Zoe Wellington Zoe.Wellington@cymoedd.ac.uk if you wish to 
make any suggestions, have comments or seek clarification on the College Strategic 
Equality Plan. 

 
 

‘Promoting Equality and Embracing Diversity in all we do’ 
 
 

This document is available at Coleg y Cymoedd and upon request it can also be 
made available in a range of alternative formats. 

 
 For further information please contact: 

Human Resources 
Coleg y Cymoedd 
Rhondda Campus 

Llwynypia 
Rhondda Cynon Taff 

CF40 2TQ 
Telephone 01443 653618 

http://www.cymoedd.ac.uk/
mailto:equalityanddiversity@cymoedd.ac.uk
mailto:Zoe.Wellington@cymoedd.ac.uk

